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“Not everything that is faced can be 
changed, but nothing can be changed 
until it is faced.”

James Baldwin, author, artist & activist



Building Blocks for Racially Equitable Work
1. Community organizing and constituency 

engagement – builds the power of, and invests 
in, the people who are most impacted by the 
issue

2. Shared language around race 
3. Local racial history and structural analysis that 

identifies accumulated causes of disparate 
outcomes and devises strategies accordingly

4. Systematic application of a racial equity impact 
analysis for key initiatives, decisions, policies, 
practices

5. Effective communication about the benefits to all
from racially equitable work, and fair media 
coverage 

6. Disaggregated data 



Diversity, inclusion, and equity are related, but 
distinct goals.



What is equity?
Ü Equity is a condition or circumstance of 

situational fairness, achieved by applying 
differential resources to unequal needs.
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Example: The Curb Cut Effect -
"Equity: Not a Zero-Sum 
Game", by Angela Glover 
Blackwell, author of "Curb-Cut 
Effect", published in Stanford 
Social Innovation Review, Winter 
2017.

https://ssir.org/articles/entry/the_curb_cut_effect


Definitions: What is racism?

“A system of structuring opportunities and 
assigning value based on a social 
interpretation of how we look”                    

(e.g., our race)                                                   

Dr. Camara P. Jones, Morehouse School of Medicine (formerly 
of the CDC)

--- also, the primary language we speak



Racism is part of a Caste System

Institutional/ 
Structural

Personally 
mediated

Internalized
White                
privilege/               
power

Many of us tend 
to focus our 
attention here 



“We must confront our history
without drowning in it.”

• FromBeginAgain, EddieGlaude Jr.  

The Vital Signs



Anti-racism
•“The opposite of racist isn’t ‘not racist’. It is ‘anti-racist’. 
What’s the difference? One endorses either the idea of a racial 
hierarchy as a racist, or racial equality as an anti-racist. One 
either believes problems are rooted in groups of people, as a 
racist, or locates the roots of problems in power and policies, as 
an anti-racist. One either allows racist inequities to persevere, 
as a racist, or confronts racial inequities, as an anti-racist. There 
is no in-between safe space or ‘not racist’.”

• Imbram X. Kendi

• How to be an Antiracist



White Fragility is…

• A response or condition…
• Produced and reproduced…
• the continual social & material 

advantages of Whiteness
• Restores equilibrium

• The Work for White Folks:
• Self Awareness
• Education
• Relationship building
• Change culture & environment
• Challenge racial certitude & 

arrogance 

Adapted from Robin DeAngelo’s work



COVID as an amplifier of inequities
• Health
• Educational
• Social
• Economic






